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PUEBLO GoDS AND MYTHS, by Hamilton A Tyler. Norman: University of
Oklahoma Press, 196+ 313 pp. $5.95.
.
The intriguing ideas in this book are little indicated by the prosaic
title and humdrum jacket. One lifts the cover expecting to spot a few
new insights into a subject often pursued since its introduction in the
Codex Hopiensis of Jesse Walter Fewkes, butone soon becomes fascinated
by his own involvement in the larger implications of a topic pertaining to
all mankind.
Hamilton Tyler, who thinks of himself "in the tradition of the English
scholarly amateurs, often country divines," ensnares the reader in his introductory page with hints toward "reconciliation of contradictory beliefs,"
"the PueblC?'s own .words as often as possible," ~'ilo thesis," ~"Greek culture." Then he continues his hold with: "Why do the Pueblos dance?"
An old quest for the answer is happily continued in com~y,with one
who has the capacity to absorb drumbeats and the empathic imagination
Uta leave the ranks of the observers and join th-ose of the believers."
Tyler explores many ceremonies and persQnages of three Pueblo Indian groups-the Hopi, Keres, and· Zum. Although he begins with Death,
his course leads logically through the ancient pantheons, from myth to
myth, in the Pueblo world.
Characters of long and enigmatic acquaintance, such as Masau'u, 1<0yemshi. and Paiyatemu, come almost close enough· to touch through this

",
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provocative exposition of heretofore largely unpondered associations both
intertribal and multiple-ethnic. The Creators, the Germinators, War
Gods, Clowns, and the host of supernatural beings, great and small,
move in many-faceted reflections of their counterparts from Athens,
Mycenae, and other classic centers, which sometimes seem nearer through
.
the centuries than the Pueblo villages do today.
Examining several recent analytic views of the universal "Face of Animism," Tyler deepens his search for satisfactory answers to his initial question. He summarizes and criticizes three interpretations in comparison with
the Pueblos' living demonstration of their own-Buber's animism as a
major step in man's quest for one god; Freud's as analogous to an infant
~ge in individual maturation; and the social determinist's (represented
in certain aspects by a trio of anthropologists-Parsons, Radin, Titiev) as
a stage in the development of society.
This potent assemblage makes for exciting speculation, but it enlarges
the question while narrowing the possibilities of an answer from any
others than the Pueblos themselves. Tyler offers some magnificent exhibits of Pueblo achievements as determinant to his own answer and which
substantiate the answer each thoughtful reader may find for himself.
In seeking a clear Pueblo picture, Tyler points out typical discrepancies
in his sources. He frankly questions some'reputable records, interposes
s~ldom quoted ones, and plausibly emphasizes first-told testimony. "Bless
the great scholar," he says of Matilda Stevenson, and turns again and
again to the direct voices of Hermequaftewa, Katchongva,. Nequatewa,
and a few other contemporary Pueblo men.
Even so, this .book unavoidably has built-in distortions. Surely no one
more than Tyler himself knows that even an interpretation as perceptive
as this must largely be based on shifting and imperfect Pueblo images.
Now we see through a glass darkly, and probably shall until the Pueblo
philosophers speak in representative numbers for themselves. It is to be
hoped that when that time comes, another Tyler, perhaps a Pueblo.Tyler,
clarify the composite view so essential to the reciprocal knowledge
·btsic to One world.
-Dorothy Dunn

wiJl

A graduate of Chicago's Art Institute and an authority on American Indian art,
Dorothy Dunn is the author of the forthcoming Modem Indian Painting to be published by the University of New Mexico Press. She is also the author of a section in Indians of the Americas, National Geographic Society, 1955. A recipient of the Palmes
. d'Academie from the French government, she is an honomy associate in Indian Arts,
School of American Research, Santa Fe, and haS received a cifationfrom the Indian
Arts and Crafts Board, U.S. Department of the Interior. She has traveled widely and
taught in Indian schoo~ her most adventuresome j011mey occurring in 1928 when she'
drove from ~cago through Indian country in a seventy-five-dollar Model T.
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NAVAHOS HAVE FIVE FINGERS, by T. D.AIlen. Nonnan: University of
Oklahoma Press, 1963. 249 pp. $4.95.
Spring and summer, for two years; Don and Terry AIlen lived among
the Navajos in a remote part of northeastern Arizona. They were fortunate, the couple told their publishers, to be granted the opportunity of
operating the· Tselani Health Center "at the beginning of the education
epidemic that swept the Reservation following World War II." Before and
after, for something like twenty.;five years, the AIlens returned to Navajo
country as they could.. This book is the happy result.
.
At Tselani they occupied a five-room cottage "plain as prunes, but clean
and comfortable." In the amber light of their first evening, "the only
sound we could hear was the rhythmic putt-putt of the trader's electricitygenerating plant." They were in an outstation of Ganado· Mission, thirtyfive miles to the southeast.
Lest there be any mistake, the AlIens do not write about themselves.
We find them in the background, sensitive observers. For communication, while dispensing pills, treating cuts, broken bones, babies' diarrhea,
and discovering the merits of juniper bark for infants' diapers, and while
coming to grips with the sweating certaintieS of a woman~in labor or a
fevered man slowly dying-for communication thtough ~ of this, they
depend upon Didibah Singer-"Didi"-a young married hidy who wears
bobby socks and saddle shoes.
The AIlens write with warmth, a scuffed-toe simplicity, and a lflIe understanding of people. They shun the statistical or documentaIy; their book
h\lS no formal structure, but rambles and is as accidental and episodic as
life itself. They are concerned with one theme only: the common ground
between human beings, the universal qualities of fun and laughter, of
love and pain and suffering-however startling the differences of color,
custom, heritage, or language. Navajos, they say, "are like the rest of us,
in that we have one or two good physical features and one or two characteristics of which our race might be proud . • . we should be. hard
pressed to pick a sample white man to send to a world's fair, for instance~"
Navajos we encounter here are modem Navajos; their interests or problems are of this era rather than of yesterday. Only in observing the older '
people, at a school meeting and afterward, in their fearful approach to
modem medicine, do the AIlens relate Navajo behavior to the tribal past.
The dialogue throughout is unfailingly true to Navajo speech. On one
occasion, preparing to take a sick man to the hospital, they are astonished
whe~ all of the man's relatives, suddenly appearing from nowhere, swarm
in~ their pickup truck. Didi notices the AIlens' concern and asks, "You

I
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think you having enough room with all that man's family?" And later,
when she learns the man has died, Didi explains the attitude of the
family: "They liked him get it Christian burial." The words and cadences
are perfect.
Nowhere do the Allens sentimentalize or overdramatize their subject.
This the reader is aware of from the beginning, most gratefully so, I· think,
in three passages: ·the touching affection of an elderly grandmother, who
is brought to the health center, for her quietly attentive husband; in a
chapter about a prodigal lambing on the eroded land of young Ben Lee,
and the authors' wry conclusions about the irreconcilable ways of Nature
and solicitous government; finally, as the Allens take a middle-ground
position between those who would solve the "Indian problem" with a
sea of pity and a landslide of cast-off clothing, and those who would tum
their backs and leave the Indians to struggle alone.
This is an authentic book, it is low-keyed, but it riI\gs true. I question
only two brief references to traders who, the Allens tell us, with cttwo or
three exceptions" have come to the reservation for profit alone, and whQ
"have had nothing to do with their customers on a common level of cultural exchange." This generalization, they admit, may be partially untrue~
H the rather special meaning of "cultural exchange" may be interpreted
broadly in reservation terms, the entire generalization, in fact, is far from,
the truth.
If the Allens have not added anything new to what already is well
known of Navajo mores, it is because they did not attempt to do so. In
writing this Qook, they have said, they hoped only to "help open the
door of understanding between whites and Navajos." This is eminently
worth doing and most readers may agree they have suc~eded handsomely.
Twelve black-and-white photographs by Arthur Dodd illustrate the book
and a. fold-out map clearly presents the region of the narrative.

-Frank McNitt
Author of two authoritative books about the Navajo country and editor of another,
Frank McNitt is holed down in a Connecticut farmhouse in Woodstock sifting "8
mass of material which may eventually become a Navajo tribal history based mainly
on the Spanish and American records of war and conquest." The two books he wrote
are Ricbard Wetberi11: Anasazi, UNM Press, 1957, and Tbe Indian Traders, University
of Oklahoma Press, 1962. The latter press recently published his richly annotated edition of Navabo Expedition, Lieut. Simpson's 1849 journal. ,Once sales manager of UNM
Press, McNitt counts as his hobbies exploring the Southwest and woodworking at home.
l
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LAND & CATl'LE COMPANY: A PANHANDLE ENTERP~
1882-1957, by Lester Fields Sheffx. Austin: The University of Texas Press,
196 3. 402 pp., 38 mus., 7 maps.16.50.
This is a Western story with a difference-a story of swivel-chair Wall
Street cowboys as well as home-on-the-range cowboys. The, title of the
book is a little misleading. The Francklyn Land & Cattle Company lived
out its short unhappy life by 1886. In its heyday, though, it embraced
most of one county in the north-cen'tral Panhandle and big chunks of
three others, with thousands of head of cattle ranging in adjacent Indian
tenitory. The men who managed this company, and its successor, White
Deer, were sagacious, honorable, exceedingly hard-working, and full of
golden dreams-dreams that never paid off until oil was found there
short;1y after the first World War.
Tlte real story is told in the letters and documents of the men who
ran the show. They may have been strong and silent, but they certainly
weren't incommunicative; they expressed themselves beautifully. Hence
the job of the author is really that of a competent editor, presenting the
documentary evidence. That evidence is from a I recent donation of company papers to the Panhandle-Plains Historical Museum of Canyon, Texas,
where ShefIy headed the history department of West Texas State College.
Little more than bridge sentences are necessary for the epistolary technique employed. It is a tale of woe put an engrossing one-a running gun
battle with grass fire, drought, claim jumpers; rustl~, absentee owners,
obscure titles, politicians and rea1-estate prospects. The book tells what
actually happened far better than a Zane Grey novel, which isn't to say
that it is devoid of drama. It is a real addition to Southwestern lore.
THE FRANCKLYN

BRAYE W ARmORS, by Norman B. Wiltsey. Caldwell, Idaho: The Caxton
pri4ers, 1¢3· 379 pp., 37 mus., $6.,0. INDIANS OF THE SOUTHWEST, by M.
Jour~n Atkinson. San Antonio: Naylor, 1963. 343 pp. $,,95, A popular
hist~ of militant Western tribes, Brave Warriors considers Nez Perce,
Cheyennes, ,Medocs, APache, Crow, Sioux and Comanche. While in no
sense lthoroughgoing study, a chapter on each of these people chatacterizes
and etrama~es a crucial moment in its history. The author is an editor of
Western fiction magazines. Indians of the Southwest has just been reissued
in a "revised and enlarged" fourth edition. Unlike Brave Warriors, it pretends ·to be no ~be-by-tribe summary but rather a believe-it-or-not gtab
bag of extremely Variegated fact and legend. But like the former, this one
possesses an adequate index and bibliography as well as rough. somce
documentation.
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WESTt

AN APP~: PAPERS FROM THE

FERENCE ON THE HIsrORY OF

DENVER CoN-

WESTERN AMERI~ ed. by Robert G. Ferris.

Santa Fe: Museum of New Mexico Presst 1963' 295 pp. $5.50' This is a
collection of twenty papers from the second conference focusing on the
major themes and problems of the West. Among the authors are two
faculty members of the University of New Mexico. Gemld D. Nash,
assistant professor of histOIy writes on "Research in Western Economic
History---Problems and Opportunities." Donald C. Cuttert professor in
the history deparbnent writes "Spanish Scientific Exploration Along the
Pacific Coast." Robert H ..Lister, now engaged in salvage archaeology at
the Aswan Dam in Egypt writes "Salvage Archaeology Today and the
Glen Canyon Project." Dr. Listert whose books on Southwestern archaeology and quhuahua historyt written with his wife Florence, will be published by the University of New Mexico Press, is a professor of anthropology
at the University of Coloxado.

THE

FRONTIER ExpERJEN~ READINGS IN THE

TRANS-MlssIssrPPI WFSrt

ed. by Robert V. Hine and Edwin R. Bingham. Belmont Qilif.: Wa~
worth Publishing. 432 pp. $6.95. Here is an extensive anthology of true
and interesting material on the Old West with seemingly no area left
unexplored t literally or figuratively. Famous writers and famous Americans are representedt but by no means all are noted. Among the well
known are Bernard De Votot Francis Parkmant Paul Horgant John
Charles Fremont Stephen Aus~ Theodore Roosevelt and Horace Greeley. Divisions of the book cover Understanding the West The Explorer
and the Government The Far Western Fur Trade, Oregon: from Trap
to Territoryt New Spain and the Santa Fe TIailt Texas,: from Settlement
to Revolutio~ Manifest Destiny and the Mexican War, Mormons, Minin~ Cattle, and Indians. The editors are of the University of California,
Riverside, and the University of Oregon, respectively.

PRAmm TALES

AND

Cow

TOWNS,

THE OPENING

OF THE

~

OLD WFSr, by

Floyd B. Streeter. New York: Devin-Adair. 214 PP.$4.50' Originally publiShed in a smaIl edition in 1936, the book is a reissue of a Western classic.
The author was h"brarian of Kansas State College and delved in original
sources to gather eyewitness accounts of the early days in the old West.
Interesting as history, the book recounts Western folk legend as well, with
accent on color and personality, famous gun battles, xaids and robberies,
tales of roundup, tIail, and buffalo range.
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THE OREGoN DESERT, by E. R. Jackman and R. A. Long. Caldwell, Idaho:
Carton Printers, 1<)6+ 407 pp~, 100 photos, 18 color plates, $4.95- The
publishers say modestly but with justice, "This book _•• is a hard one to
define. A single paragraph may be a mixture of geolqgy, history, biograpiy, and rich desert lore. There is no other book about the Oregon
desert and this one fills the void." It may be added tbatthis channing
graD bag should keep the void filled for a long time to come, offering
interesting comparison to the Southwestemdesert. The authors are
descnDed as "a cowboy who thinks like a scientist and Jackman is ,a
scientist [with the extension service of Oregon State University] who
thinks like a cowboy." Their combined experience on' the Oregon desert,
totals a century at least and they have had a freewheelliig tjme unburdening, it here. The book is a bargain and worthy of 'any Westem
•
..
,
co11ection.
r
CiusTos, TALES AND TRADmoNS OF THE
SPANISH SOUTHWEST, by Arthur L. Campa. Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1963. 223 pp., 12 illus. $5'95. Perhaps "Tales and 'Tmditions" ,
is as good a subtitle as any, for these stories, which, surprisingly, are too
well documented to be called mere legends. Here are tales of lost mines
known to be stacked with gold, of buried treasure found and lost again,
stories of picturesque and colorful characters: hermits, cowboys, nuns,
priests, and medicine men. The author knows the territory well, baving
been bom in Mexico, brought up on a West Texas ranch, -and educated
at the University of New Mexico where he' received two degrees, apd at
Columbia where he took the Ph.D. He is chairman of the d~~~t of
." ,
modern languages at the University of Denver.
TREASURE

OF THE

SANGRE

DE

~'

NEW MExIco WILDLIFE, published bimonthly by the Information and
Education Section of the New Mexico Deparbnent of Game and Fish,
State Capitol, Santa Fe, $1.00 per year. Th~ magazine contains current information on hunting and fishing in New Mexico with articles on scientific
matters, biography,'tmvel,'animal and plant identifitationand other materials of interest to sportsmen and other outdoorsm.en. Approximately half of
each issue is devoted to informative illustmtions. O£partic:uIar value is the
Januaiy-February 1(}64 issue, which features '3 series of studies of the functions of the several divisions of the New Mexico Division of Game and
Fish written by leading experts. The magazine reflects the taste ofth~ editor,
David G. Jackson, who has paid great attention to attractive layout.

;
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PAPAGOS, by Charlsie Poe. San Antonio: Naylor, 196+
159 pp. $4'95· Here are anecdotes of 90ldie Richmond, pioneer woman
trader and Indians' friend of the Papago country, the lonely Arizona
desert stretch southwest of Tucson, told in simple and straightforward
fashion by a feature writer for the Abilene Reporter-News. As good-humored as these tales -are, it is to be regretted that they do not tell us
more of the relatively little-known Papago, one of the few North American Indian tribes sti11 living on ancestIa1 land.
ANCEL 1:0 THE

THIS HIGH MAN: THE lJFE OF ROBERT H. GODDARD, by Milton Lehman.
New York: Farrar, Straus, 1963. 488 pp., illus. $6.50' Robert Hutchings
Goddard displayed remarkable staying power in his early experimental
-rocketry. The impact upon om expanding world of his investigations in
C4pm~ science" is recognized only in retrospect. When he was working in
Massachusetts, Maryland, and New Mexico before World War II, he
coped with inertia of interest and misunderstanding by nearly evetyone,
layman and military alike, but the Guggenheims and the Smithsonian
Institution financed him. Lehman's book shows hard-rock research and
sympathy for Goddard, who emerged- finally as _one of om modenr heroes.
As Browning expressed it, "This high man, with a great thing to pursue,
. • • •"
Dies ere he knOWS It.
AND SOCIETY IN CoLONIAL MExIco: TIm GREAT HACIENDA, by
Fran~ois Chevalier, tr. by Alvin Eustis, ed. by Lesley Byrd Simpson. Jrerke-

LAND

ley: University of California Press, 1963. 344 pp. $8.50. This is a translation of a monumental French study of the social system of the Mexican
hacienda, first published in Paris in 1952. Unbl this century, the hacienda was the basic unit of most Mexican society and remained relatively unchanged in spite of revolutions. The author builds his classic case with
a wealth of historical fact.

i
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THE LoNG SHADOW: EMILY DICKINSON'S TRAGIC POETRY, by Clark Griffith.
Princeton: Princeton University Press, 196+ 318 pp. $6.00.
Mr. Griffith's purpose in this solemn study is to lodge Emily Dickinson
within "the trdgic trddition to which she properly belongs." He demonstrdtes persuasively that her trdgic poetry, like Melville's fiction; charts the
abortive quest of the human mind for repose in a quaking and murderous
world. The critical perspective resembles Allen Tate's. Mr. Tate believes
that Emily Dickinson bad the good fortune, for her art at least, to live at
the decaying edge of the Puritan tradition, and that from the conflict
between her deeply rooted tendency toward orthodox belief and the con·
. trary show of malevolence all about her came her anguished art. Mr.
Griffith substitutes Emersonian Transcendentalism as the liIrking dispensation, and reveals with skill how Emily Dickinson dramatized the con·
stant testing and rejection of that optimistic outlook. She started from
the Emersonian assumption that nature betrays the universal purpose, and
discovered the purpose to be malicious. The discussion nicely ventilates
stuffy notions of Emily Dickinson's intellectual seclusion from the world
beyond her window.
Interpretations of "The last night that she lived," "Because I could not
stop for Death," and "I heard a fly buzz-when I died" are unsurpassed in
acuity. Mr. Griffith discerns the ironic nerve that sinews her poems. His
solemnity, however, betrdys him in interpreting the spider poem beginning
"Alone and in a circumstance." With misplaced sobriety, he declares that
lIthe trespass cannot really be restricted to the spider, but . . . it is an
offense . . . , a trdnsgression of such magnitude that it must be spiritual
and must baye originated with God." If one recalls nineteenth-century
sanitation arrangements, the offense in the opening lines hardly seems
metaphysical:
Alone and in a circumstance
Reluctant to be told
A spider on my reticence
Assiduously crawled.

.

More serious objection must be made to regarding the· poems as psychological symptoms. In a tactless epilogue, Mr. Griffith extrapolates from
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an innocuous remark of the poet reported by T. W. Higginson. "I never
knew how to tell time by the clock till I was fifteen," she supposedly
said. ''My father thought he had taught me, but I did not understand
and I was afIaid to say I did not and afIaid to ask anyone' else lest he .
should know." The comment, he concludes, not only· shows that Emily
Dickinson's childhood was "long and troubled" and a "world of Parental
tyrannies," but that from the experience "there ultimately developed het
neurotic obsession with temporality, which is the chief obsession of her\
poetry." He goes further, as "one legitimate way of illnminatingher>!
poetry," to trace her poetic agony to the menses: "She could well have
. transformed menstruation into a process so grim and tem"ble that it ruled
her life, and; in ways partially unrecognized by her, came to color and
conditio~ the view that she took of every sort of experience.""
Mr. Griffith, and others who feel compelled to fix absolute causes for
the poetic passion, should consider E. H. Gombrich's wise comment in
his essay on psychoanalysis and art history: celt isa commonplace that
there is no substitute for the psychoanalytic interview. Such attempts as
have been made, therefore, to tiptoe across the chasm of centuries. on ,a
fragile rope made of stray information can never be more than a jeu
cfesprit." It was Emily Dickinson herself who observed ithat "Human
Nature dotes/On what it can't detect."
-David T. Porter
Assistant professor of English at the University of Massachusetts in Amherst, Dr.
Porter is a specialist in the poetry of Emily Dickinson. He has written about the poet
for Massacbusetts Review and has reviewed for New England Quarterly. Now he is
finishing a book-length study of Emily Dickinson's early poetry.

By THE WATERS OF MANHATrAN, SELECl'ED VERSE, by Charles Reznikoff.
New York: New Directions, 1962.113 pp. $1.50.
THE MATERIALS, by George Oppen. New York: New Directions, 1962.
52 pp. $1.25.
Poetry is big business. That much is certain. You have only to look at
the stock anthologies. Those who pitched ,in and pushed and were given
the full-page advertisements seem to be with us forever like the packaged
breads and inedible cheeses that were foisted on us in the same way. You
will not find either George dppen or Charles Reznikoff in any of the
"standard" collections of the verse of our time. They appeared in An Objectivists Anthology of 1932. George Oppen brought out a book of poems,
Dis~rete Series, in 19* with pithy introduction by Ezra Pound. Reznikoff
has gone on working, but his poetry, like that of Louis Zukofsky with
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One thinks of Williams again in "Scrubwoman~ though the lineation and
',
movement are clearly Reznikoff's own:
\

'

~

b

One shoulder lower
with unsure step like a bear erect, .t'
the smell of the wet black rags that she ,cleans with about her,
Scratching with four stiff fingers her half-bald head,
.
smiling.

A reIIl3Ikable early poem, beginning flatly with the line, "She sat by
the window opening into the airshaft," and making out of flatness a virtue and a subject, beautifully achieved but too long to quote in full, illustrates the kind of thing Reznikoff can bring off at his best. No Wil1jams1
certainly, but a poet who, over a phase of thirty years, has been turning
out consistently fine work ousted from our attention by the counterweights
of chance and reputation-mongering.
Oppen's work seems to have suffered asimi1ar fate. To say that it's
a pity New Directions didn't print the best pieces from Dis~te Series with
The Materials (the two divided in composition by a mysterious twentyfive years' silence) is not to grudge the honor this publisher deserves, but
to regret that such poetry should be totally unobtainable. One of Oppen's
favorite devices begins there, namely his liking for posing the human over
against, or surrounding the human by, the inanimate or mechanical:
He has chosen a place
With the usual considerations,
Without stating them.
Buildings.

,

The sea rusheS past a party on shipboar~ "homogeneously automatic," a
man is isolated among levers in a steam-shovel cab, a face between car
windows~ A child (?) bouncing a ball is qualified by the physics of the
act and by the things around the act:
White. From the "
Under arm of T
The red globe
Up

Down. Round
Shiny fixed
Alternatives
From the quiet
Stone floor. . . .

This awareness, with its line and breathing pointing forward to Creeley,
caus~ Oppen to set out unexpected distinctions:
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As soda-jerking from
~epriwreact

Of
Cmcking eggs. . .

-

~.

!

He brings to bear this dual awareness of the coexistence or qualification
of human and nonhuman fascinatingly as follows:
No interval of manner
Yow body in ~e SUD
You? A solid, this ~t ~e dress
insisted,
Your face unaccented, your mou~ a mouth?
Practical knees:
It is you who truly
Excel ~e vegetable
The fitting of gmsses-more bare than ~t.
Pomredly bent, your elbows on a car-edge
Incognito as summer
Among mechanics.

All the examples given so far are from Discrete Series. The Materials
carries on a continuity from here, underlined in its epigraph from Maritain:
"We awake in the same moment to ourselves and to things." As Oppen
writes:
"
l'

What I've seen
Is all I've found: myself.

The awareness brings, as one would expect from a later book, a sense
not only of self but of time:
Against ~e glass
Towers, ~e elabomre
Homed handle of a saw
Dates back
Beyond small harbors
Facing Europe. . . .

This poetry of intuitive measurement finds its analogy in the craftsmen of
the seaboard settlements:
..
Who is not at' home
Among ~ese men? who make a home
Of half tru~ rules of ~umb
Of cam and lever and whose d~_ and piers
Extend into ~e sea so self-contained.

Oppen's best things, like the products of the"men, wear the appearance of
having their parts "End-for-end, butted to each other, / Dove-taIled, tenoned, doweled ...." As Oppen says, "There is no beau~Jn New England lik~ the boats," and the sense of workmanship he adniires in them
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.

comes to the fore in that dialectic which we have already seen at work
of flesh against uthe materials:' uWorkman" finely embodies. this:
Leaving the house each dawn I see the hawk
FIagr.mt over the driveway. In his claws
That dot, that comma .
Is the broken animal: the dangling small beast knows
The burden that he is: he has touched
The hawk's drab feathers. But the carpenter's is a culture
Of fitting, of firm dimensions,
Of post and lintel. Quietly the roof lies
That the carpenter has finished. The sea birds cifcle
The beaches and cry in their own way,
The innUDlCIable sea birds, their beaks and their wings
Over the beaches and the sea's glitter.

This is an excellent book containing half a dozen comparable pieces
that should find their place into any intelligent selection of contemporary
verse. Oppen possesses, as Pound said of him thirty yeatS ago, CIa sensibility
which is not every man's sensibility and which has not been got out of any
other man's books." Readers who know Dr. Williams' work, wrote Pound
in that same introduction, "'wiD coagulate their rather gelatinous attention
on the likeness." At this date, it's perhaps easier to see that Oppen, in a
sense, a far more uintellectual" poet than Williams, stands closer to Louis
Zukofsky. It is this quality bf sharp, reasoning discriminations that sets
Oppen apart from Reznikoff, makes of him the more interesting wriier of
the two.
In publishing these two paperbacks, New Directions has helped to restore the balance of om attention to the name of the American poetic
tradition. A collected or selected Zukofsky would alter the balance further.
It all takes time-and money. But you cannot raise Whitman's race of
usuperll persons," ucopious, vehement, spiritual, bold," on the poetic
equiValent of supermarket bread.
-Charles Tomlinson
Guest professor at the University of New Mexico ,last year and poet.in-resid~ce at
the D. H. Lawrence cmch near Taos, this poet-critic is a reader in English liteIature
at the University of Bristol. As a poet, Harvey Shapiro wrote of him in the New Yorl: '
Times: "Tom1inson brings a rich rhetoric that is capable of imparting energy to its
objects"; Hugh Kenner in PoetIy: "Unmistakable combination of radical originality and
a sure impassioned civil intercourse with the past that marks off the poet of genius";
John Ciardi in the Saturday Review: "-here to stay and to grow. Read him. Believe
him." His most recent collection, A· Peopled Landscape, was· published by Oxford.
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AMmuCAN POEMS: A CONTEMPORARY COLLECTION, ed. byi~ Kessler,
Crosscurrents: Modem Critiques series, ed. by HaIry T. ~re. Carbondale: Southern Illinois U;DiveISity Press, 196 200 pp. $4.50.
This anthology is from\a new series of handsome books with uniform
cov~ which exhibit much latitude otherwise-in length, layout,· type,
and subject matter. Aside from an introduction by the POet-eWtorand
an astonishingly discursive and infom;ud ·preface (reading like a chatty,·
buttonholing press release from Alfred A. Knopf), this book is all POems
with sixteen poets under forty years of age represented. The editor admits
with disarming ~dor that he has nothing against poets over forty who
are still the best-leading the way-1?ut their price tags are too high. Nevertheless, he has been highly selective, his POets are far from ParVenus and each
is given SPace to show his mnge. They are Robert Creeley of the University
of New Mexico, Irving Feldman, S. S. Gardons, Allen Ginsberg, Barbara
Guest, John Hollander, Kenneth Koch, Philip Levine, John Logan, W. S.
Merwin, Robert Mezey, W. D. Snodgmss, James Wright, and the editor. '
Of Creeley's "very short poems" represented, Kessler writes that they
are "barely voiced or muttered bits of much more complex and elusive
history than the 'lyric' poem ordinarily accounts for." Editorial policy, it
is claimed, steers between the Scylla of the Poets of England and America's
sketchy sampling and the Charybdis of New American Poetry's slice-oflife all-inclusiveness. The editor promises no resurrected Dada or "practice touch-typing on the endless towelpaper of neosurrealistic institutional
associationa1ism," on the one hand, and no yawp or Churcbj]1jan chime
either. He swears the selection has been painstaking, and inspection seems
to bear him out.
.
Other new titles in the series are all of criticism. Among them are
Wallace Stevens, e. e. cummings, lames Toyce, and Alain Robbe-GrilIet,
a reprint of Malcom Cowley's anthology After the Genteel Tradition on
writers of the twenties and thirties, and a collection of essays on poetics
by the recent Nobel prizewinning Italian poet, Quasimodo.

+

.

THE SECOND VOICE, by Anne Marx. New York: Fine Editions 'Press,
1963. 72 pp. $3·75·
,
The keynote of Anne Marx's poetry is its ability to release the hidden
meaning and wonder below the surface of -everyday life. Her new book,
The Second Voice, is a POet's exploration of experience, a poet's ·medita-,
tion on the inner and outer dimensions of reality. I .

,}
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Kenneth Burke once described the work of William Carlos Williams
as the poetry of the glimpse. The statement is an oversimplification, but
it is
that Williams is chiefly interested in the immediacy of experience; he is an impressionist whose poetry captures life as a series of Sensuously realized but often disconnected moments. If Williams is a poet
of the glimpse, Anne Marx is a poet of the probing gaze. Not content
with tIanslating external reality into words, she attempts to capture the
psychological vibration of a particular experience.
Paradox seems to be at the core of poetry and poets. Anne Marx is
a very "personal" poet; much of her work is evidently based on actual
experiences in a suburban environment. Paradoxically, the poems which
seem most private in theme and emotional content are the ones that
speak most dramatically to the reader, touching the nerve of his own
experience. By being completely honest with herself and her world, by
devoting herself patiently to the tIanslation of experience into art, Anne
Marx has achieved an authentic voice that speaks of the human condition.
One of the most memorable poems in the book is "Nightmare," a
dream poem of haunting power. The poem is representative of her craftsmanship, but not typical of her subject matter. Most of her poems are
about experiences in the light of common day. Among the most successful poems of this "realistic" type are "Adventure with My Grandfather," "Stopover, Frankfurt," "Note from Vermont," "Rural Resort,"
"Mother-Moment," "Dark Is Light," and "On Schedule." In "Argument
with Sara," a profound lyric in which Anne Marx challenges Sara Teasdale's ascetic denial of the human world, she is a philosopher without
ceasing to· be a poet.
Anne Marx was a published poet in her native Germany before coming
to the United States during the second World War. Soon she was writing poems in English and finding her "second voice" as an American
poet. !Jer poetry is characterized by such naturalness of phrase that the
reader would never suspect her native tongue to be other than English.
She ~ full command of her medium.
The Second Voice is beautifully printed and bound. In physical format
j
I
! as well as spiritual content, the book is a thing of beauty and a joy.

hue

I

~~ooD~

e

A member of the executive board of the Poetry Society of America, Alfred Dom
bas published two volumes of verse, Flamenco Dancer and Wine in Stone, and poems
in more than forty periodicals. He was represented on Folkways recorded- Anthology
of Contemporazy American Poetry and bas been a Penfield fellow at his alma mater,
New York University.
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THE POET AND THE POEM, by Judson Jerome•. Cincinnati: Writers Digest,
. 1963.227 pp. $+50' This is a salty book for would-be poets. If occasionally
it scolds and harangues, .it is not at all ex cathedra, never dull or too abstract. The author, a poet who writes a popular column for Writers
Digest, is chairman of the humanities division of the College of the
Virgin Islands. His first section is entitled J'Foothills of Pamassus-or
Why Bother?" The second is on uMaking Poems"; the third, JJInside
the Workshop," like the others, has many short chapters, one of which
is entitled UHow to Read Rejection Slips." If one stays with Mr. Jerome
to the end, a not unpleasant task for those interested in writing verse, or
reading sprightly prose for that matter, one cannot fail to learn something
of' the craft and its markets.
BEFORE My TIME, by Niccolo Tucci. New York: Simon & Schuster, 1962.
638 pp. $7.;0. It is clear that for its author, this book is a purge from hate
and pity of parents, obsession with their inhumanity and stupidity. From
such a nightmare came Samuel Butlers astringent The Way of AU Flesh, a
book to be read frequently and forever. From a· similar source, Before My
Time is a book to be read once, impatiently. Butler knows when to stop,
knows when to turn. A lifetime of thought is in his book. Before My Time
goes on and on; a lifetime of emotion is in it. The passion in Butler is
balanced by meditation but Tucci lacks ballast. The book lumbers and
careens before gales of memory, anger, and unresolved· character. Dis.
guised as a novel, it is a study-no, a memoir-of a grandmother, a mother,
a father, a tribe of aunts and uncles. In the lack of study and hard thought
-in the conviction that incessant report suffices-resides the failure of this
bodk. For a haunted man, inexorable free association is :perhaps useful.
It does not necessarily make a constructed work of art, a nbvel. This book
has been a signal act of therapy; it has not been architecture.
-Willis D.Jacobs
SPANISH AMmuCAN 1.ITERATURE: A HISrORY, by-Enrique Anderson Imbert,
tr. by John V. Falconieri. Detroit:· Wayne State University Press, 1963.
626 pp. $17.;0' Both history and literature, this book treats literature as
the subject but as aD aspqct of intellectual history. Movements and men
are given equal treabnent' chronologically and notnabon-by-nation. The
time span is the Spanish history of the continent from the chronicles of
Columbus to the present. There are a short bibliogtaphy and an adequate
index.
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FANTASTIC'STORIES, by Abram Tertz. New York: Pantheon, 1963.214 pp.
$3·95·
The name Abram Tertz is, of course, a pseudonym. The fact that this
young writer cannot be published in the Soviet Union and must smuggle
his works out to the West is well known. As a result, there has been a
general misunderstanding about his writing. The critics have 'wasted a
great deal of time attempting to place him somewhere on the spectrum
of 'conventional political revolt-or at least disaffection. The mistake was
easy enough to make after publication of The Trial Begins, which; caD be
read primarily as an anti-Stalinist tract (though in truth it is only secondarily that), and of his essay On Socialist Realism, a devastating attack on
official SQviet literary doctrine, which was mistaken for a manifesto (though
in truth it was much more a demolition job than a proposal for a program). Thus, when Lionel Abel reviewed these volumes for Commentary
(May 1960) he devoted himself mainly to worrying the question: "Does
he want a literature which will be socialist but not realist, or does he want
a literature which will be realist but not socialist?" He reached no firm
conclusion, principany because he could find little internal evidence in
Tertz's work to confirm either speculation.
Now, with the publication of Fantastic Stories, it becomes clear that
such preoccupation with Stalinism and Socialist Realism as was evidenced
in the early books was transitory-as transitory as the details of those
questions will come to seem in the long view of history. It now seems
that Tertz was working his way through these issues, as through underbrush, to a view of man in the modem, ipdustrialized, bureaucratized
state which is valid universany. He remains, and rather proudly so, a Russian. He is definitely in the underground tradition of that nation's literature, the tradition of Gogol, Dostoevski, Goncharov, Babel, et 31. But
what he has to say is to some degree applicable throughout the developed
world. He is clearly a profoundly alienated man, of the sort that has become increasingly common throughout Westem culture in this; century.
The one interesting, and perversely encouraging, political fact that can be
drawn from his work is that Russia contains at least one such individual,
and that he has gone so far in his alienation and withdrawal that he will
risk as much as Tertz does to publicize it. We have heard a great deal
about the restlessness of the Soviet masses, their eagerness to become
Westem.style consumers, to gain whatever small amount they can in the
way of personal freedom, that we have come to suppose they wish to
become bourgeois like the rest of us. Yet here is .a writer who, we can
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safely assume, would be as appalled by our kind of materialism as he
clearly is with the Soviet state's attempt to catch up with us.
But it must not be thought, despite the small amount of overt political
comment in the Fantastic Stories, that Tertz lives completely in a world
of his own. By his own admission he ,has lost his faith in ideology of all
kinds. Of faiths, only his enthusiasm for art remains. "We don't know
where to go," he says at the end ,of On Socialist Realism, ('But, realizing
that there is nothing to be done about it, we start to think, to set riddles,
to make assumptions. May we thus invent something marvelous?
Perhalfs. . . ."
.'t
Te~ has made an assumption and has created something marvelous .
from it. The assumption is that the effect of a police state specifically,
and of the modem industrial state generally, is to make a paranoid out
of the individual, whether he is ruler or ruled. His message is that the
essential quality of life in the Soviet Union, and probably in much of
the rest of the Northern hemisphere, is that of a huge loony bin. Since
this is a condition which is not subject to amelioration through politics
or other forms of social action, it is obvious why Tertz cannot be lumped
journalistically with Pasternak,· Evtushenko and the other deviants from
the official Soviet view of things. The terror of his vision separates him
from them· as much ~ it does from, say,' Ilya Ehrenberg. He is a total
litemy radical, in which description the word ('literary" must be stressed.
He knows what he knows about Soviet life, accepts it along with his inability to change it, and so presses ahead with the task of descn"bing its
pathology. His is the radicalism beyond radicalism-quietism.
As to his art, I don't believe I have ever read, either in fiction or in
the literature of psychology, more compelling descriptions of the funotionings of diseased mentalities. But ««description" is not a good word. It
implies the detached, nonparticipant observer, removed from his subject,
presenting an outsider's impression of it. That is precisely what Tertz
does not do. He allows nothing to stand between the reader and the
iIIlmediate perception of a· hallucinatory landscape. The Fantastic Stories
are all written in either the first or the second person, and frequently
both voices are used within the same story, a simple, excellent technique
for rendering the dynamics of schizophrenia.
It is not, as one might suppose, a corifusingor annoying technique as
Tertz uses it. Indeed, the hallmark of his prose is clarity;. that tem"ble
clarity of outline, of haunting, oddly juxtaposed details, of sudden, heartstopping shifts in tirile and place which are familiar to us in the landscape
of our dreams, but which form the everyday viewpoint of the madman. •
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Now, this viewpoint is applied to an underground world that is odd to
begin with. It is the place where the petty bureaucrats, the failed artists,
the feckless dreamers and the hapless crooks liv,. Thus vision and the reality observed have a unique, mutually reinforcing compatibility. Together
they forin a completely eerie totality, a shocking glimpse beneath the
monolithic facade of modem Russia. One would give almost anything
to know how large a percentage of the total population Tertz~s char..
acters repr~ent, but failing that, one can only relish this comically futile,
pathetically desper.1te crowd, lost in their sad drea~, frequently possessed· by a febrile sensuality which, as it occasionally appears in these
stories, is almost the most shocking thing about them-one being so
.used to the Olga-of-Sunnybrook-Collective sexuality of the official Soviet
litemture.
if All his stories deal with people whose skills and personalities are useless in a -materialistic, overorganized society in which the system makes
no allowance for the quirkiness of the human spirit. All that is "fantastic"
in his work stems from the fact that unused, unusable mental energy
must find outlets and that it will seek perverse releases if the normal
channels are blocked. There is no conventional political or social action
which can ameliomte this situation, which is why Teftz cannot be rec. gl'ided as a political rebel in the usual sense. He has gone quite beyond
po'tics, which may be why one's pleasure in his work is s~ complete.
Cehsorship may be his mother, but the thrust of his imagination. has taken
him far beyond the force it started ou~ to conquer. He has· now passed
"beyond specifically Soviet social issues, beyond the East-West confrontation, and has come close to the heart of the existential problem of anyone
who, regardless of national loyalties, lives in a world in which personal
talent and human feeling must be sacrificed to the need to produce things.
-Richard SclJickel
Recently viewed as book expert on the NBC television show "Sunday," Richard
SchickeI is writing a biography of Lena Home for Doubleday. A former senior editor
of Look and a founding editor of Sbow, SchickeI is the author of Tbe World of Carnegie HaD and The Stars. His The Film Art (Basic Books) and The Innocent Radicals
(Dutton) are scheduled to appear this fall. His articles have appeared in many magazines of largest circu1ation, less frequently in scholarly journals.

How IT Is, by Samuel Beckett. New York: Grove, 196+ 147 pp. $3.95.
"The book'is divided into three parts: Part I, before Pim; Part II, with
Pim; Part III, after Pim. Who is Pim? A fe1low-creature, encountered
once by chance in the mud, a victim met and briefly clung to b"ll it dis-
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appeared (Was it ever really there?)." So speaks the publisher abOut
Beckett's latest novel. Who is Beckett? Well, he wrote Waiting for
Godot and has some disturbing and poetic things to 'say peripheIa1Iy
about life. A leading dramatist of the Theater of the ,Absurd, he also
wrote Krapp's Last Tape. As was Joyce, he is an expamate Irishman
living iiI Paris; unlike Joyce did, he usually writes in French as here, tIlen
translates into English. An interesting twist on this was his most recent
play, Happy Days, written in English but a sellout at last year's Venice
art festival and a hit in Paris as Oh les beaux ;ours. Madeleine Renaud
played the only (partially) visible character (except for a crawl-on bit player). About the present book: it goes a little farther than ever did Gertrude
Stein, and almost as far as e. e..cummings typographically, with paragraphs
but no indents, no initial caps, and rio punctuation, which is far-out
enough. That's how it is.

(

wrm EXISTENCE: SEVEN PLAYS FOR A NEW THEATER,
by Lawrence Ferlinghetti. New York: New Directions, 1963. Paper.
118 pp. $1.50.
.
This is FerIinghetti's entry in the Theater of the Absurd. The most'
original and longest playlet in four scenes, entitled 'Dfhe Soldiers of No
Country," is the only one to have been produced. It is,set in a surreal
fallout shelter ~ and features a mangle situation-seduction in the foreground; assorted corpses in the background. "Three· Thc~usand Red Ants"
is a dialogue between husband and wife in bed. Here ali!e heard overtones
of both Beckett and Ionesco. "The Alligation," in which we have in the
cast a Tennessee Williams female, a blind Indian, and an alligator, is again
Ionesco of Rhinoceros garnished with some Kopit vegetable touches (plant
life taking over reminiscent of the carnivorous plants of Oh Dad, Poor
Dad). 'Dfhe Victims of Amnesia" combines Beckett and Ionesco again
with some Genet on the side. "Motherlode" and 'Dfhe Inspector in
Baggy Pants"-the first purest Beckett of both Godot and his recent Oh
les beaux joms (Happy Days), the second, impurest water-closet poetry
-are monologues. "The. Nose of Sisyphus" (playing time: two minutes)
is pantomimic farce with plenty of action and sound effects-a staged
"happening." Ferlinghetti, a funny man and considerable poet, impresario
and bookseller, is not at his happiest in this genre, but in spite of the
self-consciousness and eclecticism of these offerings, both wit and drama
show through at times.
UNFAIR ARGUMENTS
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FIGURES IN THE FOREGROUND, by Frank Swinnerton. New York: Doubleday,
1<)64· 272 pp. $4,9,· .
Not as impish as his Background with Chorus; not as illuminating as
his The~eorgian Literary Scene; not as endearing as Swinnerton: An
Autobiography: yet Frank Swinnerton's Figures in the Foreground-personal reminiscences of writers who flourished from 1917 to 194°-still has
its fascination for the incorrigibly literary-minded. This book is clearly the
product of an aged man (Swinnerton is eighty); it has the crotchets and
vagueness of old age; but it also has the seasoning and candor of final
years. Why not remind the world of T. S. Ellot'sfascist tendency, even
if he is a notable poet? Why not observe that T. E. lIubne preached
hatred, even if he is a dead critic? And why not praise. the talented and
lovabl~ like Phillp Gibbs and H. M. Tomlinson, even'if they are not
'fashionable? Mr. Swinnerton has the sharp eye of the alert aged; he' stings,
but he also knows whom he loves and respects, and says that too.
I

THE GALVANIZED YANKEES, by D. Alexander Brown. Urbana: University
of Illinois Press, 1963. 243 pp. $,.,0. Six thousand Confederate prisoners
of Union forces are the subject of this handsome book. They were recruited from the prison camps at the conclusion of the Civil' War to
serve as U.S. Volunteers in guarding and building the frontier West. The
time span of this little-known story is from 1864 to 1866, when they
ranged from northern Nevada to Santa Fe, from Leavenworth, Kansas,
to Sacramento, escorting supply trains, rebuilding telegraph lines, fighting
IndUms, manning lonely frontier outposts, and protecting stage coa~
routes. Their not inglorious history is intimately inteIwoven with that
of colorful frontier characters, some of whom were from the.ir own ranks.
The book is well written and well documented.

BRAZIL ON THE MoVE, by John Dos Passos. Garden City: Doubleday,
1963. 20, PP'~3'9,'
AN ImRODUcnON TO BRAZIL, by Charles Wagley. New York: Columbia
University Press, 1963. 322 pp., 20 photos, map, bibliography. $;.9;'
It is the first book which furnishes the better introduction to Brazil, as
it paints impressionistically a picture of the land, the promise (not forgetting the broken promises), and the people. Dos Passos is a lover of
Brazil with Portuguese blood in his veins~ True~ Brazil has been kind to
him as it alWays is to artists and seldom to businessmen. No one seriously
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doubts that Dos Passos can write, and he does here, capturing the spirit
of a country as few have since Flandrau wrote Viva Mexico in the early
days of the century. Brazilian .experts cannot· quarrel with the result.
For example, ex-Ambassador Adolf.Berle (who also received the turkeycarpet treatment reserved for distinguished foreigners) has given the book
the accolade it deServes. Dos Passos does not hide the poverty and the
hunger of the parched earth country of Ceara.....the poverty and stink of
the favelas, those hilltop slums of seaboard cities-but there he is not
impervious to the beautiful views stretching sOInetimes to the horizon,
and to the hope beyond the horizon. Many of the doers and shakers, at
least as rare in Brazil as elsewhere, are his friends, and give some substance to that ho~-architects like Lucio Costa and Oscar Niemeyer who
designed a good part of the United Nations headquarters in New York
as well as most of Brasilia, the new capital; statesmen like ex-President
Kubitschek whose dream was Brasilia; and the dynamic road-builder, Dr.
Bernardo Sayijo, who made it possible. Most topically, Dos Passos, in an
adequate clarification of the political tangle, gives an intimate view of
Brazil's coming man, governor of the new state of Guanabara and instigator of the recent revolution, the firebrand Carlos Lacerda. In contrast
to a glimpse of the future, we also get a hint of the past, a breath of.
saudades wlpch Dos Passos quotes the Pequeno Dicionano Brasileiro da
Lingua PortugtIesa as inadequately defining. "The sad and suave remembrance of perSons or things distant or gone." Dos Passos' freewheeling
penchant fpr rewriting the rule bOok of English punctuation has been
held in check, but instead we have word-combining that occasionally
stops us. For instance, on one page we have "tobaccocolored" and
"halfapologetic·"i
Inspired by ,Dos Passos, readers who seek to know more might well
study Charles Wagley's Brazil, a book which, while well and clearly written .
by an expert, laNes the literary touches but bristles with facts. Wagley
does not hide his own feeling about the country. He is both knowledgeable and sympathetically understanding regarding BtaZ11ians, for all their
racial diversity, as an integrate9 and promising peOple. ItI feel at home in
the Brazilian way bf life," 1)e writes, which must bean admission. of
ambivalence. As a social anthropolOgist, he bringsCilberto Freyre up to
d a t e . - R i c h a r d C . Angell
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Two Significant First Collections

By Bobert Beum

SONG OF
THEAROHER
AND OTHER POEMS
By Mary Shumway
The tlUe piece ofthis collection, In the
Judgment of Nathan A. Scott, Jr., Is
"the most brlJllanUy written and moving long narrative poem that any AlJlerlcan poet has produced since Hoberl
Lowell's 'The Mills of Kavanallgh.'''
Miss Shumway's poetry Is deeply twsonal and feminine, as well a~,ucra
mental, with Intimate small raln.s and
" Teacups ofl.9"e." Recommentled.

-l.lbrary Journal

I

7t pages, $3.50

Musing quietly but nonetheless Intenuly upon the 'S$lnU,1 mystt;y of
people,places,andnature,RoberlBeum
sJrlllfullytempershlsrhythmsandfotms
to the thrust of contemporary experIence. Although his bent Is classicaland
his Idiom epigrammatic, his themes are
redolent oflif., warm and abundant•••
Stlum should be a fa"prlle of the dls. criminating reader ofpreunt-day vera
•••Recomm.nded_Ubrary Journal
87 pages, $!.50

-------------------------------PLEASE SEND ME
_ _ _ _,COpy(l) of Song of The Archer@$3.50
\

_ _ _ _COpy(l) of Poeml and Eplgraml @ $3.50
NAME
ADDRESS

CITY

o Check encloled
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A HISTORY OF RusSIA, by Nicholas V. Riasanovsky. New York: Oxford
University Press, 1963. 711 pp. $10.50'
Not very long ago, if one needed a continuous narrative' in English recounting the successive ~tages in Russian history from early times to the
presen~ one had to rely on little more than the pioneering. works of' Sir
Bernard Pares, Hogarth's translation of Kliuchevskii, and later the excellent monographs of Vemadsky. Valuable as these studies were, they were
not in a position to treat the Soviet period in any detail, and yet it was
precisely this period that was responsible for engendering the increased interest in the first place. This does not mean that 'there·was any dearth of
comment on the Soviet Union; on the contrary, a virtually unending
stream of it poured forth, as politicians, statesmen, journalists, Russian
exiles and foreign analysts, often reacting emotionally, undertook to express their views on the Soviet Union. Two things soon became apparent.
Much of this work was transitory and ephemeral Special pleading. As such,
writers usually bitterly attacked or uncritically pIaised the Soviet regime
as each conceived of or understood its accomplishments and objectives.
The other tendency that mpidly developed was to concentrate closely on
the Soviet period to th~ virtual exclusion of the earlier history of Russia.
Thus the limited study of Russian history that was ~dertaken in this
country between the wars concentrated almost exclusiv.ely on the last four
or five decades in the contempomry period and largely ignored the links
mththepast.
~
Furthermore, Russian studies were not flourishing in the United States.
For a long time America paid very little real attention to the Soviet
Union and its impact on the world scene, and hoped, perhaps, that ignoring
the Soviet government would cause it to go away. Lack of mdespread and
serious study of Russia compounded this attitudeand'led to misfortune. It
is possible to argue that not a few of the tragic misunderstandings that
occurred among {he Great Powers after World War II might well have
been to some degree avoided if ~erica and the Soviet Union had not
been so poorly informed about one another. Although admimtion for and
curiosity concerning Russia increased in response to the wartime exploits of
the Red Army, no major ~fforts to introduce comprehensive programs in
Russian studies in American colleges were made until after the end of the
war. Furthermore, these programs did not develop spontaneously, but because the condition of the pbstwar world had made-it abundantly clear that
the Soviet regime was stable and that the Soviet Union was now a power
of the first magnitude, mth which it would hellceforth be necessary to
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negotiate concerning the future of the world. The programs in Russian
studies that were now introduced in a number of American colleges were
cl~ly motivated by expediency and stressed primarily the history, politics
and economics of the Soviet Union. Their task was to train specialists as
quickly as possible for government and similar service and to provide infor·
mation that would assist others in making pmctical and immediate
decisions.
Next, the Soviet Union obligingly furnished dmmatic additional rea·
sons for studying it by astonishing the rest of the world by its achievements
in outer space, hemlded by the flight of the first Sputnik in 1957. This
led to a second rise in Russian studies, to a level that haS on the w\ole
been maintained since that time. Although utilitarian considemtions
initially underwrote this field of study, it is to be hoped that continuing
exposure is beginning to produce a growing realization that Russian studies
constitute a fascinating, aesthetically rewarding and important discipline
in their own right. The nature of the textbooks used in the teaching of
Russian history in American colleges (where the recent texts of Wren
and Clarkson come to mind) affords some support for this view, and
among them Professor Riasanovsky's book appears as a contribution of
real merit.
.
Riasanovsky's· text shows an important change in ~pprgach from that
of its predecessors. The most significant improvement, which sets it off
from the others and indicates·an increasingly mature approach to Russian
history in this country, is that the reader does not derive the feeling that
the author wishes to msh as fast as he can through earlier Russian history
in order to get to what everybody wants-an extended diScussion of the
Soviet Union and the inevitable speculation as to future developments
t
in that country. The earlier periods occupy a gbod bit more. than half the
book and they are analyzed and discussed in considemble detail, with
the result that to a far greater degree than hitherto the Soviet period a~
pears as the logical continuation of that which has gone before, instead
of an unprecedented adventure lacking any connection with the past.
Riasanovsky has made no attempt to disguise the fact that his book is a
text for American undergraduates' studying Russian history. In the preface
he states unequivocally that this is so, an~ he has dedicated the work to
his University of California students, whose needs it is designed to serve.
The boo~ is devoted not only to futernal political developments and for·
eign po~cy, but also to the life of the people, social problems, culture,
litemture and the arts, thus widening the student's norizon and going far
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to avoid the dryness that inevitably accompanies accounts occupied exclusively with diplomacy and war. .
Every chapter is a unit in the general plan and takes up a particular
phase in the evolution of Russian history. The first parts of the book briefly
narrate the main course of events-the coming of the Varangians to
Russia, and a presentation of the differing views on the matter held by
,-:trious scholars: the German and Soviet views on the Varangian influence
on the history of Kievan Russia, for example. This technique gives neophytes the essentials, but, more importantly, shows them that experts
can disagree over the proper interpretation of an event.
Riasanovsky is a specialist on the political, social and philosophical
currents that circled in nineteenth-eentury Russia. On this century, he
frequently expresses opinions of his own, a pmctice that he had largely
eschewed in earlier sections. He shares the general view that, with the
exception of certain aspects of the reign of Alexander II, the rulers of
Russia after Alexander I were men of narrow and limited vision, whose
failure to appreciate the inevitable force of change cost them priceless
opportunities to keep controll' of the vast political and social altemtions
taking place. Riasanovsky contends that the Silver Age of Russian culture,
characterized by extensive development in all branches of the arts in
contrast to the perfection of prose literature that had marked the Golden
Age, proved that Russia was rapidly maturing and creating a variform
culture, so that the Bolsheviks, whose outlook had formed in an earlier
em, "had to succeed soon or not at all." The author reserves his sharpest
criticism of the Soviet system for the restrictions it has imposed on Russian colture.
The section of this text that treats the Soviet Union is comparatively
short. Riasanovsky avoids excessive speculation, polemics and hypothetical
postulates. The Bolsheviks emerge as one contending faction among many;
they do not occupy the exclusive center of the ,,stage as they do in all
Soviet versions, as well as in the accounts circulated by bitter opponents
of the Soviet system. This is valuable, especially for students just commencing their studies of this complex and emotionally charged period of
modem history. The author's judicious treatment of Lemn and his role in 1
the Revolution, and his succinct remarks on Marxism as it has been and is
used in Soviet political formulations are particularly worthy of commendation.
Though containing no surprises or novel interpretations, this is a good
text. It recognizes that Russian history is much more than just Soviet
,
o
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history. The students who use it will find a sensible, balanced and· restrained approach to a highly controversial and emotional subject. Those
who stop there will be the better for the experience, and those who are
moved to continue their study in this field will have had a sound platform
from which to make their further ascent.
-Hugh F. Graham

MEDIEVAL RUSSIA'S EPICS, CHRONICLES

A\m TALES, by Serge A. Zenovsky.
j

New York: Dutton, 1963' 436 pp., 9 illus-., 3 maps.
$5.95.
.
,
Russian studies continue the remarkable progress that they have been
making in the past decade. The almost' exclusive preoccupation with the
Soviet period has given way to a more balanced approach that includes
the earlier periods of Russian history within its purview. One problem
posed by this expansion has been to find sufficient good source and textbooks. The field of history proper is by now fairly well off, for a number
of survey texts have recently appeared. A characteristic they all share,
however, is an attempt to "take the pain" out of Russian history, so
that a student often completes his course without realizing that the smooth
contemporary accounts he has been reading have been constructed from
a wide variety of raw source materials. Here is one reason why this book
is important. In early Russia it is virtually impossible to isolate history
from literature or literature from the church, since it was the Orthodox
Church that inspired and sponsored the bulk of the primary sources on.,
which modem histories of Russia must ultimately rely. Since the present
work gives many of these sources, its use should not be restricted to
students of literature; it should be made available to history students as
well, particularly those studying Russian cultural and social history.
This is by no means to imply that the book cannot render a very real
service to students of Russian literature. It will undoubtedly become the
. first unit in any serious course in Russian literature in translation, since,
apart from other considerations, such a book is indispensable in properly
introducing the nineteenth century, the most famous period in Russian
literature. In the past this period has very frequently suffered from a
marked tendency to consider it alone and apart from its cultural milieu.
Up to now there has been a singular d~rth of suitable readings in the
f early period of Russian literature available in translation. W. B. Walsh's
,. Readings in Russian History has been kept up to date in successive reissues, but the numerous translations made by Leo Wiener, the founder
of Russian literary studies at Harvard, and incorporated into his AnthoJ-
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ogy of Russian Literature, as well as the poetry renditions of Isabel Hapgood, The Epic Songs of Russia, have long been out of print. There are a
few genem1 anthologies-Bernard Guilbert Guemey's rather florid Treaswy of Russian Literature comes at once to mind-that attempt to survey
the whole range of Russian literature from the earliest times to the present
day within comparatively short compass, but the very vastness of their
undertaking invariably begets superficiality. The present volume, by wisely
confining itself to a single field, is able to do ample justice to the many
facets of early Russian literary endeavor. A word should be said about the
use of the term uMedieval" in this book. Specialists usually call the period
covered here the era of Old Russian Literature: to call it uMedieval" is
unexceptionable, however, if one' bears in mind that the word does not
carry the same connotation as it does in the more familiar history of
Western European literatures.
The editor has chosen to reproduce and render the better-known works
of Old Russian literature chronologically. The selection begins with extracts from the Russian Primary Chronicle, which are followed by the
sermons and homiletics of early Russian churchmen, and representative
Lives of the Saints, the most persistent and largest single genre in Old
Russian literature. No survey of the Kievan period would be complete
without the Lay of Igor's Campaign, and the editor has presented this
most puzzling, difficult, and ,tantalizing work in acceptable modern blank
verse, accompanied by copio~ notes drawn from the monumental Jakobson-Gregoire-Szeftel study. The most outstanding event in the history
of ~ussia in the Late Kievan period is of course the Mongol invasion,
which found abundant reflection in the literature of the time. Two of the
most striking examples it produced are given here, the Zadonshchina and
the Tale of the Destruction of Riazan. In addition, these and other works
clearly reveal the tendency towards asceticism and the more purely formalistic aspects of Russian Orthodoxy that became increasingly manifest in
the ensuing years of Tatar dominion. The Lives of the Saints belonging
to this period are likewise instructive in this regard. Not the least of this
volume's advantages is the fact that a thoughtful reaq.er can contrast the
expression of a specific literary genre in one age with its formulation in
another. Next, the section that the editor has logically'termed the Muscovite period ~ Russian literature contains passages from the famous
polemical correspondence between Prince Kurbsky and Tsar Ivan the
Terrible, which reveals the main ideological positions taken by the two
principal contending forces in the sixteenth-century Muscovite state.
The seventeenth-century material is most interesting. No reader of this
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book can fail to notice the strong feeling of religiosity that infuses- almost
all forms of Old Russian literature. Not until now do writers begin to tum
away from the heretofore exclusive preoccupation with the other world
to the joys and sorrows of this one. This can best be seen in the seventeenth.century work that at first sight appears to be the most intensely
pervad¢ by the spirit of religion, the Life of Archpriest Avvakum by HimseH. In spite of the many emotional appe:a1s to the deity and justifications .
of the theological principles of Old Belief, it is Avvakum's intense humanity and his overriding interest in all that occurs around him in this
world that make the most abiding and indeh"ble impression up?n the
reader. Although Savva Gmdtsyn eventually becomes a monk, most of
his Tale is taken up with the various aspects of his secular career. Save for
conventional expressions of piety, the story of Frol Skobeev the Rogue
ignores religion, and the same ~ true of the folkloristic tale of Shemia1ca's
Judgment. These changes gradually taking place in the content and outlook
of Russian literature faithfully reflect those that were simultaneously occurring in Russian life itself.
The choice of passages made by a single individual can never, of course,
entirely satisfy everyone, but the editor has on the whole included a good
proportion of the most significant works in early Russian literature. It
might, however, have been desirable to have had more of the Translation
Tales, a much larger selection of byIiny, with their stories of such bogatyri
(heroes) as the fabled D'ja of Murom, and portions of the Domostroj,
which affords fascinating glimpses of private life in old Muscovy.
The greatest value of this book lies in its appeal to students who have
no knowledge of the Russian language. Zenkovsky has endeavored to use
existing translations whenever possible. Samuel Hazzard Cross's well-known
version of the Primary Chronicle appears, and J. L. I. Fennell's excellent
version of the correspondence of Ivan and Kurbsky; there are some of
Wiener's translations and a few others of miscellaneous date and origin.
The rest were prepared by the editor himself, with assistance from the
graduate students in his Old Russian seminar at the University of Colorado. The specialist must express some reservation concerning the translations. Admittedly it would be neither possible nor desirable closely to
reproduce the style, structure, or syntactical devices of the original, for this would result in a contrived archaism displeasing to modem readers. Nevertheless, a tendency is discernible to take h"berties with the text that on
occasion weakens or even distorts the flow or meaning of a passage. One
example may be cited from an unfortunately rather large number. In the
Tale of the Destruction of Riazan, the Russian princes are fighting with
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the Tatars against clearly hopeless odds; all of them know that they are
doomed. The present translation of an event in this battle runs as follows
(p. 178): "And Prince Ymy Ingvarevich saw the slaying of his brother,
David, and exclaimed in anguish: fO my kind brothers and dear warriors,
the flower of Riazan's troops, be bmve and resist mightily. Our dear
brother, Prince David, was the first to drink the bitter cup to the dregs,
and we shall do the same.' " This translation is inaccUI3:te and redundant,
and needlessly flouts the spirit·of the original, which might be better rendered: "And the Gmnd Prince saw his brother Prince David Ingorevich
slain and cried out: fO my dear brothersl Before our eyes our brother
Prince David bas dmined the cup. SbaII we not do the same?' " The slight
changes in emphasis required by the syntax of the original restore the laconic style.
.
.
In spite of the few shortcomings indicated here; this book constitutes a
worthwhile addition to the steadily growing body of material of use in
studying Russian history, literature; and culture. It should not, however,
be regarded as definitive, but mther as ar-pioneering work, the success of
which should encoumge other scholars to make further contributions in
this field.
-Hugh F. Graham
Dr. Graham, formerly of both the'Language and History Departments at the University of New Mexico, was associated with the Peace Corps during the summer of
1963. He spent part of last winter in Russia, and has assumed duties as associate professor
of history at Sonoma State College, Rohnert Park. California.

l-""
J~EFORM AND REAcnON:

THE POLITIco-RELIGIOUS BACKGROUND OF THE
SPANISH CIVIL WAR, by Jose M. Sanchez. Chapel HilI: University of
North Carolina Press, 196+ 241 pp. $6~oo. It is difficult to remain objective on a political subject charged with emotion. This the author, assistant profess.or of history at St. Louis University, who received his Ph.D.
from the University of New Mexico, succeeds in doing in this well docu. mented study. His conclusion is that a politico-religious conflict, though
tmgicaIly atavistic, was as unavoidable as it was unnecessary. Sanchez
\ spent a year in Spain on a Social Science Research Council Fellowship
completing his research.
.
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WHAT Is EXISTENTIALISM? by William Barrett. New York: Grove, 1¢+
:n8 pp. $5.00.
The title of this book is only misleading in the sense that it focuses
minutely on but one existentialist, Martin Heidegger. The author, literary
critic of the Atlantic Monthly and a former editor of Partisan Review,
chooses Heidegger. to represent the movement on the grounds that he was
self-conscious of the tradition-the significance of his contribution to the
history of philosophy. Mr. Barrett, too, is versed in that history and bas
the happy faculty of threading lucidly through a complicated welter of
data. He does show antecedents and differences among the schools of
existentialism: the religious school of Jaspers from Kierkegaard, and the
much more popular French school of Sartre; but only Heidegger is
treated in depth. One suspects that these differences noted are over.~ simplified and that one would get a distorted view of Same's thought,
for example, especially in emphasis, by simply ta).ci~g this abbreviated
study of Heidegger with the differences qualifying or appended. The
historical approach is valuable, however, as a postcript to the history of
modern philosophy or the beginning of a new chapter. Barrett's handling is dispassionate but the inference is inescapable that he takes Heidegger's views quite seriously despite his disclaimer that, concerning them,
there is "no ready refutation [nor] approbation."
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